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éPICéA COLOR
preparation of dye extracts fortifying Epicéa

 is a color that represents the perfect blend of Nature and Technology. Épicéa COLOR
gives hair light reflections intense and long-lasting (up to 12 shampoos) and exceptional
vitality. Épicéa COLOR is composed of two elements: Fortifying Base and extract color
that must be mixed with water. The result is a real - coloring of the hair treatment.
Shades INTENSE GOLDEN, GOLDEN COPPER BROWN GLACÉ, COPPER, COPPER,
MAHOGANY, MAHOGANY HOT, INTENSE RED, dark red, VIOLIN. 

  method of use :  épicéa COLOR applies here:
- Natural hair
- Natural hair with white hair up to 30-40 % evenly distributed (replace water with
renovative).
- Colored hair.
- Permed hair. 

 Apply to towel-dried hair. Choose the technique preferred application (comb, brush,
fingers...) to locate the product to avoid too much contact with the scalp. Mix a tangerine
(60 ml) of Fortifying Base + 2 level scoops of extracts of Color + 40 ml of hot water until
you get a homogeneous cream. Time for 15 minutes with cap under heat. If you want a
less intense reflection, or you are working on permed hair, reducing the exposure time to
10 minutes. To lighten the reflections, or in the case of natural bases clear, you can just
mix a scoop of extract color with a tangerine Base Fortifying. After installation, add a little
warm water and emulsify with care. Rinse thoroughly.
 box:  FORTIFYING BASE : Cream tube 250ml (4 applications). EXTRACT OF COLOUR :
Powder in 40 gram jar (8 applications). 

  EPIC COLOR - BLACK BOTTOM 
The background color of épicéa COLOR replaces the water in the preparation of the
mixture. Choose the shade closest to the natural basis of the customer and apply on the
hair well distributed. For fine hair or permed is recommended that the choice of a lighter
tone. Can mask up to 30% of white hair.
 Shades  BASES CLEAR, MEDIUM BASE, BASES DARK.
 method of use  : Apply on towel dried hair. Choose the technique preferred application
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(comb, brush...) taking place this product directly to the scalp. Mix a mandarin (60 ml.
Approximately) of BASE FORTIFYING with a quantity of EXTRACT OF COLOUR that
varies from 1 to 3 scoops and 40 ml FUND OF COLOR. Wear gloves.
 box:  125 ml bottle. 
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